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Henry Singer 

"Quality Retailer"

The name Harry Singer springs up frequently in Edmonton, especially if

you move in sporting circles. The company sponsors several local events

in Edmonton each year. The store carries high quality men's wear from

Hardy Ames and Hugo Boss to Timberland, CK and Tommy Hilfiger,

among others.

 +1 780 423 6868  www.henrysinger.com/  manulife@henrysinger.com  10180 101 Street Northwest,

Manulife Place, Edmonton AB
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The Helm Clothing 

"Upscale Fashion"

There is never a shortage of sophisticated women's clothing stores, but

sometimes upscale menswear stores can be a bit more difficult to find.

The Helm fills that void with tailored pieces for day or night. This boutique

has buyers that scour the globe for unique pieces to stock their fine

fashion shelves. The personalized and hand-picked quality of the Helm

make it a favorite among its fashionable and sophisticated clientele.

 +1 780 425 4344  www.thehelmclothing.co

m/

 info@thehelmclothing.com  10125 104 Street Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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Foosh 

"Music and Fashion Store"

Established more than a decade ago, Foosh is unique space which

combines the retail of music and fashion. Having started out as a small

boutique selling t-shirts, this store is now one of the best places to go to

buy casual clothing and shoes of all kinds. Not only that, the shop sells a

wide variety of vinyl records ranging from national to international music

artists.They also offer a local line of toys by Munnys which can make for

the perfect gift for you favorite nephew or niece. Some of the brands

which can be found here include Stussy, Keep, Clae and Levis.

 +1 780 491 6980  www.foosh.ca/  Info@foosh.ca  10544 82 Avenue Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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